The zero forcing number is a graph invariant introduced in order to study the minimum rank of the graph. In the first part of this paper, we first highlight that the computation of the zero forcing number of any directed graph (allowing loops) is NP-hard. Furthermore, we identify a class of directed trees for which the zero forcing number is computable in linear time. The second part of the paper is an application of the notion of zero forcing set in the study of the strong structural controllability of networked systems. This kind of controllability takes into account only the structure of the interconnection graph, but not the interaction strengths along the edges. We present the first efficient algorithm providing a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure.
Introduction
The minimum rank problem has been motivated by the Inverse Eigenvalue Problem of a Graph (IEPG) [1, 2] , intensively studied during the last fifteen years. In the IEPG, a simple undirected graph G is considered. Such a graph defines a set Q su (G) of real symmetric matrices whose zero-nonzero pattern of the off-diagonal entries is described by the graph: the (i, j)-entry (for i = j) is nonzero if and only if {i, j} is an edge in G. The zero-nonzero pattern of the diagonal entries is free.
Given a sequence [µ 1 , ..., µ n ] of non increasing real numbers, we ask whether there exists a matrix in the set Q su (G) whose spectrum is [µ 1 , ..., µ n ]. A first step to study this challenging problem is to compute the maximum possible multiplicity of an eigenvalue µ for a matrix in Q su (G). This maximum is obtained thanks to the minimum rank of the graph G. Indeed, for any real number µ, the maximum possible multiplicity of µ as an eigenvalue of a matrix in Q su (G) is:
where |G| denotes the number of vertices in G (the vertex set of a graph is assumed to be finite) and mr(G) refers to the minimum rank of the graph, that is: mr(G) = min{rank(A) : A ∈ Q su (G)}.
Since the zero-nonzero pattern of the diagonal entries for a matrix in Q su (G) is free, this maximum multiplicity does not depend on µ.
The minimum rank of a graph is also useful in other problems like the singular graphs or the biclique partition of the edges of a graph (see [2] for a brief description and interesting references).
Originally given for simple undirected graphs, the definition of the minimum rank of a graph has then been extended to the case of the simple directed graphs and the loop (undirected and directed) graphs, which are graphs allowing loops.
In this paper, the term 'simple graph' refers to a graph that prohibits loops whereas the term loop graph' refers to a graph that allows loops on its vertices.
In order to study the minimum rank of a graph, many graph invariants have been introduced [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . One of them is the zero forcing number, presented below.
The zero forcing number of a graph was originally defined in [4] for simple graphs and extended to loop graphs in [5] . The definitions of zero forcing number and zero forcing set depend on a color change rule on the graph. This rule is slightly different in a loop graph or in a simple graph.
Since the zero forcing number of a loop/simple undirected graph is equal to the zero forcing number of its associated symmetric directed graph [3] , we will only focus here without loss of generality on the case of the loop/simple directed graphs.
The color change rule in a loop directed graph [3, 5] is the following: suppose that any vertex of G is either black, or white. If exactly one out-neighbor j of vertex i is white (possibly j = i), then change the color of vertex j to black.
In a simple directed graph G, the color change rule is defined as follows: suppose any vertex of G to be black or white. If vertex i is black and vertex j is the only white out-neighbor of i, then change the color of j to black.
Hence, in a simple graph vertex i must be black to be able to change the color of one of its out-neighbors, which is not the case in a loop directed graph.
These rules are repeatedly applied to each vertex of G until no more color change is possible. The zero forcing number Z(G) of the graph G is defined as the minimum number of vertices which have to be initially black so that after applying repeatedly the color change rule to G all the vertices of G are black. A vertex subset Z of G with the property that if only the vertices of Z are initially black in G, then the whole graph is black after applying repeatedly the CCR is called a zero forcing set of G. A zero forcing set of size Z(G) is called a minimum zero forcing set.
This graph invariant allows to compute a lower bound for the minimum rank of the graph. The definition of the minimum rank of the graph relies on the matrix family defined by the graph. This family of matrices depends on the type of the graph:
The minimum rank of a graph G of type i with i = su, sd, lu or ld is then the minimum possible rank for a matrix in Q i (G), that is:
It was proved in [3] that for any graph G,
Moreover, if G is a tree of any type (simple or allowing loops, undirected or directed (see Section 3)), then equality holds [3] :
This paper is based on the equivalence between the zero forcing sets in a loop directed graph G and the constraint matchings in a bipartite graph defined from G.
The notion of constraint matching in a bipartite graph was originally defined in the paper of Hershkowitz and Schneider [6] . A t-matching is a set of t edges such that no two edges share a vertex. Given a matching, a vertex of the graph that belongs to an edge of the matching is called a matched vertex, otherwise it is an unmatched vertex. A t-matching is called constraint if there is no other t-matching with the same matched vertices.
Given a loop directed graph G, a bipartite graph B G = (V, V ′ , E) was defined in [6] as follows: the sets V and V ′ are two copies of the vertex set of G. To avoid ambiguity, the vertices in V are denoted i 1 , ..., i n and the vertices in V ′ are denoted j ′ 1 , ..., j ′ n . Given any vertex i ∈ V and any vertex j ′ ∈ V ′ , {i, j ′ } is an edge in B G if and only if there is an edge from vertex j to vertex i in G. Below B G is then called the bipartite graph associated with G.
To our best knowledge, the equivalence between a constraint matching in a bipartite graph [6, 7, 8, 9] and a zero forcing set in a loop directed graph [2, 3, 5] has gone unnoticed. In this paper, we emphasize this equivalence and apply it in the study of the strong structural controllability of networked systems. The problem of determining a control strategy for a network of interconnected systems without exact knowledge of the interaction strengths along the edges has seen a surge of activity in the last decade. In particular, regarding weak and strong structural controllability introduced in the 70's [10, 11] . Structural controllability takes into account only the structure of the interconnection graph, but not the interaction strengths on the edges. A system with a given interconnection graph is weakly structurally controllable from an input set S if we can choose interaction strengths making the system controllable from S. The minimum-size input sets from which the system is weakly structurally controllable are provided by the maximum matchings in the interconnection graph [12] . Instead, a system with a given interconnection graph is strongly structurally controllable from an input set S if whatever the interaction strengths, the system is controllable from S. The minimum-size input sets from which the system is strongly structurally controllable are provided by some maximum constraint matchings in the bipartite graph associated with the interconnection graph [7] .
In this paper, we shed a new light on the strong structural controllability from the notion of zero forcing set. Firstly, we show that testing if a system is strongly structurally controllable from an input set S is equivalent to checking if S is a zero forcing set in the interconnection graph. Secondly, in the case of systems that are self-damped (each vertex's state is influenced by itself) or that are undamped (each vertex's state is influenced by the state of some other vertices but not itself), we show that minimum-size input sets for the strong structural controllability are provided by the minimum zero forcing sets of the simple interconnection graph, which is the interconnection graph without its loops. In particular, we present the first quadratic time algorithm providing a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure.
Furthermore, this paper highlights the NP-hardness of the computation of the zero forcing number of a loop directed graph. However, since this graph invariant is mostly interesting (see Equality (1)) in the case of a loop directed tree (defined in Section 3), we identify a class of loop directed trees for which the zero forcing number can be computed in linear time.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we highlight that the computation of the zero forcing number of any loop directed graph is NP-hard. In Section 3 we identify a class of loop directed trees for which the zero forcing number can be computed in linear time. Section 4 is a review of some concepts and results about strong structural controllability. Section 5 highlights the equivalence between the zero forcing sets in a loop directed graph G and the constraint matchings in the bipartite graph associated with G. From this equivalence, we re-state some results about the strong structural controllability of a system in terms of zero forcing sets. In Section 6, we use the notion of zero forcing sets in a simple graph in order to solve the problem of determining a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure. Section 7 contains concluding remarks.
NP-hardness
In this section, we highlight from known results that the computation of the zero forcing number of any loop directed graph is NP-hard. Definition 2.1. Two matrices A and B are said to be permutation similar if there are permutation matrices P 1 , P 2 such that A = P 1 BP 2 .
A zero-nonzero pattern A (or pattern for short) of dimension n is an n × n matrix whose each entry is either a star or zero. A star refers to a nonzero entry.
A loop directed graph G with n vertices defines a zero-nonzero pattern A(G) of dimension n as follows: the entry a ij of A(G) is a star if and only if there is a directed edge from vertex i to vertex j in G. This pattern is called the zerononzero pattern associated with G.
Definition 2.2. [5] Let
A be a zero-nonzero pattern.
-A t-triangle of A is a t × t subpattern of A which is permutation similar to an upper triangular pattern whose all diagonal entries are nonzero.
-The triangle number of A is the maximum size of a triangle in A.
-The triangle number tri(G) of a loop directed graph G is the triangle number of its associated zero-nonzero pattern A(G).
The following theorem proved in [6] shows the link between the constraint matchings in a bipartite graph and the triangle number.
A zero-nonzero pattern A of dimension n defines a bipartite graph B A : the vertex sets are V = {1, ..., n} and V ′ = {1 ′ , ..., n ′ } and {i, j ′ } is an edge in B A if and only if the entry a ji is a star in A. B A is called the bipartite graph associated with A.
Notice that the bipartite graph associated with a loop directed graph G is equal to the bipartite graph associated with the pattern A(G).
Theorem 2.4. [6] Let
A be an n × n zero-nonzero pattern and B A the bipartite graph associated with A. Then the following statements are equivalent.
-B A has a constraint n-matching -A is permutation similar to a triangular pattern with nonzero diagonal elements.
From the previous theorem, we deduce that the size of a maximum constraint matching in B A equals the triangle number of A. However, in [8] it has been proved that the computation of the size of a maximum constraint matching in a bipartite graph is NP-hard. Therefore, so it is for the triangle number of a loop directed graph. From this result and Theorem 2.3, we have highlighted the NP-hardness of the computation of the zero forcing number of any loop directed graph.
Theorem 2.5. The computation of the zero forcing number of any loop directed graph is NP-hard.
3 The minimum rank of some loop directed trees
As said in the introduction, the zero forcing number of any loop directed tree provides the minimum rank of the tree (see Equation (1)). Here is the definition of such a graph. Definition 3.1. If G is a directed graph, its associated undirected graphĜ is the graph having the same vertex set, and {i, j} is an edge inĜ when at least one of (i, j), (j, i) is an edge in G.
A loop directed tree is a loop directed graph whose associated undirected graph is a tree allowing loops.
Nowadays, there are algorithms for the computation of the zero forcing number of a loop symmetric directed tree [5] , which is a loop directed tree such that if (i, j) is an edge, then (j, i) is an edge too. However, as stated in [3] , an efficient algorithm for the computation of the minimum rank of any loop directed tree is still needed.
In this section, we define the loop directed trees with almost loop-free symmetric components for which the minimum rank can be computed in linear time.
By abuse of language, we consider that a symmetric edge of T is an edge in T . Denote T s the subgraph induced by the symmetric edges of T . The loops in T on the vertices connected to a symmetric edge are included in T s .
Definition 3.3. A loop directed tree T is said to have almost loop-free symmetric components if each connected component of T s has at most one vertex with a loop.
It is well known [8] that in an undirected tree a maximum constraint matching can be found in linear time. In Theorem 3.7 we show that the bipartite graph associated with any loop directed tree that has almost loop-free symmetric components is a forest. Moreover, in Section 2 we have shown that the size of a maximum constraint matching in the bipartite graph associated with a loop directed graph equals the triangle number of the graph. Hence from these results, Theorem 2.3 and Equation (1), we deduce that the minimum rank of any loop directed tree that has almost loop-free symmetric components can be computed in linear time.
The following definition and lemmas will be needed to prove Theorem 3.7.
E) be a bipartite graph associated with a loop directed graph. A path P in B is symmetric if for any edge
Remind the notationT which refers to the undirected tree associated to the loop directed tree T (see Definition 3.1).
Lemma 3.5. Let T be a loop directed tree and B T its associated bipartite graph. Any shortest path P in B T between vertices v, v ′ is symmetric.
Proof.
-If P has length 1, then P = {{v, v ′ }} and it is symmetric.
-If P has length greater than or equal to three, suppose P is not symmetric. This means that there is an edge {i, j ′ } with i = j such that {j, i ′ } is not in P . From P , we deduce a path between v and i inT of the form P 1 (v, j) − {j, i} and since the edge {j, i ′ } is not in P , we deduce another path P 2 (i, v) between i and v inT . This implies that inT there is a cycle containing at least three different vertices, which is a contradiction.
In the context of the previous lemma, a vertex i of T is said to be connected to an edge in P if there is a vertex j such that {i, j ′ }, {j, i ′ } are in P .
Lemma 3.6. Let T be a loop directed tree and B T its associated bipartite graph. Let P be a shortest path between vertices v, v ′ in B T . Then P is symmetric and among the vertices of T connected to an edge in P , at least one has a loop.
Proof. From the previous lemma, we know that P is symmetric.
-If exactly one vertex of T is connected to an edge in P , then P = {{v, v ′ }} and v has a loop.
-Suppose the lemma true if n vertices of T are connected to an edge in P and prove it if n + 1 vertices v 1 , ..., v n+1 of T are connected to an edge in P . These vertices define a path inT :
Therefore, P contains a symmetric shortest path between v 2 , v ′ 2 with exactly n vertices of T connected to an edge of this path. By induction, at least one of these vertices has a loop. Therefore, so it is for the vertices of T connected to an edge in P . Proof. By induction on the number of vertices in T .
-If T has two vertices and if B T has a cycle, then T is made up of a symmetric edge whose both vertices have a loop, which is a contradiction.
-Suppose the theorem true if T has n vertices and prove it if it has n + 1 vertices. Designate any vertex of T to be the root. Let l be a leaf of T . Denote f its father.
⋆ If {l, f } is not a symmetric edge, since B T −l has no cycle, so it is for B T , ⋆ if {l, f } is a symmetric edge and l has no loop, then since B T −l has no cycle, so it is for B T , ⋆ If {l, f } is a symmetric edge and l has a loop, if there is a cycle on l, it means that there must be a path between vertices f and f ′ in B T −l . Hence there is a cycle P ⋆ of the form: Notice it is not indispendable to compute the size of a maximum constraint matching in B T in order to compute the minimum rank of a loop directed tree with almost loop-free symmetric components. Indeed, the following elimination process defined in [5] could be used.
A realization A of a pattern A is a real matrix whose an entry is nonzero if and only if the corresponding entry in A is a star. We write A ∈ A.
The minimum rank of a pattern A is the minimum possible rank of one of its realizations. The minimum rank of a loop directed graph G is by definition the minimum rank of the pattern A(G) associated with G.
Proposition 3.9. [5] [Elimination process] Let

Theorem 3.10. The minimum rank of any loop directed tree that has almost loopfree symmetric components is computable in linear time thanks to the elimination process defined in Proposition 3.9.
Proof. Simply notice that if the elimination process cannot be used to compute the minimum rank of such a graph, then there must be a cycle in B T .
Background on strong structural controllability
Definitions and notations
In Section 2 a bipartite graph associated with a pattern of dimension n was defined. This can be extended to rectangular patterns. Let A be an n × m zero-nonzero pattern. The bipartite graph B A associated with A has V = {1, ..., m} and V ′ = {1 ′ , ..., n ′ } as vertex sets. Besides, {i, j ′ } is an edge in B A if and only if (j, i)-entry of A is a star.
If the bipartite graph associated with a pattern A has a constraint t-matching, then we say by abuse of language that A has a constraint t-matching.
Let T ⊂ V be a vertex subset in a loop directed graph G. A constraint T -less matching in the bipartite graph B G associated with G is a constraint matching with no edges of the form {i, i ′ } with i ∈ T . In particular, if T = V , a constraint T -less matching in B G is called a constraint self-less matching.
Let A be an n × m pattern and S ⊂ {1, ..., m}. Then A(.|S) denotes the pattern obtained from A by deleting the columns indexed by S.
Let A be a pattern of dimension n. Then A × is the pattern obtained from A by putting stars along the diagonal. Similarly, G × denotes the graph obtained from the graph G by putting a loop on each vertex of G.
Strong structural controllability
In many real systems, the interaction strengths between the different components of the system are unknown or only partially known. In such a case, determining the controllability of the system from classical Kalman controllability condition is impossible. An alternative is to use only the structure of the system in order to get information about the system control. That is why weak and strong structural controllability have been introduced [10, 11] .
Recall that a system with a given interconnection graph is weakly structurally controllable from an input set S if we can choose interaction strengths making the system controllable from S. Instead, a system with a given interconnection graph is strongly structurally controllable from an input set S if the system is controllable from S whatever the interaction strengths.
Weak structural controllability is determined by the matchings in the interconnection graph (see [12] for more details) while strong structural controllability is determined by some constraint matchings in the bipartite graph associated with the interconnection graph. Minimum-size input sets for weak and strong structural controllability provide respectively a lower and an upper bound on the minimum Figure 1 : The system modeled by this loop directed graph is strongly Scontrollable for S = {1}.
number of vertices to be controlled by the outside controller in order to have full control over the system.
In this paper, only the strong structural controllability of a system is of interest. We present it below. For a detailed description of weak structural controllability, see [12] .
Denote G the interconnection graph of the system. In the rest of the paper, G will be referred as the loop directed graph modeling the system, in order to avoid ambiguity when considering a zero forcing set of G. Denote S an input set of the system, meaning that only the vertices of G that are in S are directly controlled by the outside controller. Then G and S define respectively zero-nonzero patterns A := A(G) and B(S) whose specific realizations define the dynamics of the system, that is, there are A ∈ A and B ∈ B(S) such thatẋ(t) = A T x(t) + Bu(t).
Consider the system described by the graph in Figure 1 .
Strong structural controllability, or strong controllability for short, focuses on the pair (A, B(S) ).
Definition 4.1. The pair (A, B(S)) is strongly S-controllable if all realizations (A, B) are controllable (in the sense that the controllability matrix is full rank).
The following theorem is a test criterion proved in [7] for strong S-controllability. In the following, V s is the set of vertices with a loop in the original loop directed graph G modeling the system. In order to carry out such a test for a given input set S, an algorithm was presented in [7] . If the system is not strongly S-controllable, the algorithm computes a vertex setS containing S such that the system is stronglyS-controllable. However, computing a minimum-size input set for strong structural controllability is a challenging problem. In that scope, the following theorem has been proved in [7] .
A self-damped system is a system modeled by a graph with a loop on each vertex (each vertex's state influences itself), whereas an undamped system is a system modeled by a loop-free graph (each vertex's state is influenced by the state of some other vertices but not itself). This theorem provides thus a way to obtain a minimum-size input set for strong structural controllability in the case of a self-damped/undamped system. However, computing a maximum constraint matching in a bipartite graph is known to be NP-hard [8] .
In the next section, we re-state these results in terms of zero forcing sets. These new statements show on the one hand that testing whether or not a system is strongly S-controllable is equivalent to testing if S is a zero forcing set of the loop directed graph modeling the system and on the other hand, that the zero forcing sets in a simple graph solve the problem of finding a minimum-size input set for strong controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system. In Section 6, we present the first efficient algorithm providing a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure.
Zero forcing sets and constraint matchings
In Section 2 we have shown from known results that the zero forcing number of a loop directed graph G is equivalent to the size of a maximum constraint matching in the bipartite graph B G associated with G. In this section, we prove that more than having equivalent sizes, the zero forcing sets of G are equivalent to the constraint matchings of B G . From this result, we re-state the results about strong structural controllability presented in the previous section in terms of zero forcing sets.
• Suppose that any vertex of G is either black or white. When the color change rule (cf introduction) is applied to vertex i to change the color of vertex j, we say that i forces j and write i → j.
• Given a zero forcing set of G, we can list the forces in order in which they were performed to color the vertices of G in black. This list is called a chronological list of forces.
Notice that given a zero forcing set, a chronological list of forces is not necessarily unique. However, unicity is not required here.
Theorem 5.4 is a consequence of the following theorem proved in [8] .
E) be a bipartite graph and M be a matching in B. The following assertions are equivalent:
• M is a constraint matching
• We can order the vertices of V , i 1 , ..., i n and the vertices of
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the previous theorem.
Finally, we deduce the following theorem. Notice that no more than the definition of a zero forcing set is needed to test if a system is strongly S-controllable. Testing if a vertex subset is a zero forcing set of a graph on n vertices can be done in O(n 2 ). As an example, consider the system modeled by the loop directed graph in Figure 1 and check that the system is strongly S-controllable for S = {1}. We immediately check that S is a zero forcing set of G and that S is a zero forcing set of G × with chronological list of forces: 1 → 2, 2 → 3. Since in this list vertex 1 does not force itself, the system modeled by G is then strongly controllable from S. This theorem can then be stated in terms of zero forcing sets in a simple graph. The simple graph G s is obtained from the loop directed graph G by removing the loops on its vertices.
Recall that in a simple graph, a vertex must be black to be able to force one of its out-neighbors.
Corollary 5.7. Consider a self-damped or an undamped system modeled by a loop directed graph G. Let S be a minimum zero forcing set in the simple graph G s associated with G. Then, S is a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of the system. This shows that the minimum zero forcing sets in the simple graph G s provide minimum-size input sets for strong structural controllability of self-damped or undamped systems. However, computing a minimum zero forcing set in a simple graph is a challenging problem. In the next section, we provide an algorithm computing a minimum zero forcing set in a simple tree. This solves the problem of finding a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure. 6 The case of systems with a tree structure
The term 'tree' refers equivalently to an undirected tree or to a symmetric directed tree, which is obtained from an undirected tree by replacing each edge {i, j} by both directed edges (i, j), (j, i). Trees allow loops, whereas simple trees do not.
The goal of this section is to present an algorithm computing a minimum zero forcing set in a simple tree. This solves the problem of finding a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure.
Consider a simple tree T and a vertex v of T . T − v denotes the forest obtained from T by removing vertex v as well as the edges incident to v. Denote T The algorithm computing a minimum zero forcing set in a simple tree is presented in Algorithm 1.
In order to prove Algorithm 1, we need the following results. 
Recall that for any simple tree T , mr(T ) = |T | − Z(T ).
Theorem 6.4. Algorithm 1 is correct.
Proof. Denote n the number of vertices in T . The proof is an induction on n.
-If n = 1, Algorithm 1 returns S containing the unique vertex of T . Therefore, S is trivially a minimum zero forcing set of T .
-Suppose the theorem true if T has less than n vertices and prove it for T having n vertices. If T has no appropriate vertex, then n = 2 and T is a path. In that case, Algorithm 1 returns S containing a vertex of T . From Lemma 6.1, S is a minimum zero forcing set of T . If n > 2, Proposition 6.2 claims that T has an appropriate vertex v. Denote T We have to prove now that S has a minimum size, i.e mr(T ) = n − |S|.
From Theorem 6.3, we know that
From Equation (1) Notice that since finding an appropriate vertex can be done in O(n) time from a depth-first search and since at each iteration at least three vertices are removed from G, our algorithm has a O(n 2 ) complexity.
Conclusions
In the first part of this paper, we have first highlighted the NP-hardness of the computation of the zero forcing number of any loop directed graph. Then we have identified a class of loop directed trees, namely the loop directed trees with almost loop-free symmetric components, for which the zero forcing number/minimum rank can be computed in linear time.
Currently, there are thus algorithms for the computation of the minimum rank of any loop symmetric directed tree [5] and any loop directed tree with almost loop-free symmetric components. As said in [3] , an efficient algorithm for the computation of the minimum rank of any loop directed tree is still needed.
In the second part of the paper, we have shown the link between the zero forcing sets in the loop directed graph modeling a system and the strong structural controllability of the system. More specifically, we have re-stated some known results [7] about strong structural controllability in terms of zero forcing sets. These new statements have shown two results. Firstly, testing whether or not a system is strongly S-controllable from an input set S is equivalent to checking if S is a zero forcing set in the interconnection graph. Secondly, the zero forcing sets in the simple interconnection graph G s , which is the interconnection graph G without the loops, provide minimum-size input sets for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system. Finally, we have presented the first quadratic time algorithm determining a minimum-size input set for the strong structural controllability of a self-damped or an undamped system with a tree structure.
A similar work was done in [14] where the link between the zero forcing sets of a simple undirected graph and the controllability of a quantum system has been proved.
All these results show the role of the zero forcing sets in the study of the dynamics of networked systems.
----------------------------------
Algorithm 1:
Input: a simple tree T ; Output: a minimum zero forcing set S of T ; Set S = ∅;
While G is non empty -if G is a forest whose each connected component has less than 3 vertices, then put a vertex of each component in S and set G = ∅;
-else consider an appropriate vertex v of G in a connected component T i of G;
• denote k(≥ 2) the number of connected components of T i − v which are paths connected to v from an endpoint;
• for k − 1 among them, put in S the endpoint which is a leaf in T i ;
• remove v from G as well as the k paths connected to v from an endpoint;
end ----------------------------------
